Abstract-Rotor flying manipulator (RFM), a new kind of mobile robot system being composed of a rotor flying robot (RFR) and a (several) manipulator(s), has absorbed great attentions in recent years because it enables a RFR to complete active tasks such as mastering and transporting objects. However, steady control of the RFM during both maneuvering and operating is of great difficulty due to the heavy force/moment coupling between the RFR and the manipulator, which introduce high nonlinearity and complexity to the system model. In this paper, a new control scheme of the RFM is proposed to ensure the steady flight. Firstly, the nonlinear mathematical model is derived, which is followed by the coupling analysis to show how the movement of the manipulator influences the whole system's behavior. Subsequently, based on these analyses, a new control scheme is designed with obtainable coupling force/moment. The basic idea of the controller is to take the coupling as a disturbance and separately control the RFR and the manipulator, and the stability is ensured to properly design the controller parameters. Finally, simulations are conducted and the results show the feasibility and validity of the proposed controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a new kind of flying robotic system, called rotor flying manipulator (RFM), has gradually obtained great attention from researchers in the field of robotics. The RFM is composed of a flying robot (usually rotor flying robot, RFR) and an operational device, such as a gripper or a (several) multi-joint manipulator(s), and thus combines the flying capability of aircraft and the flexibility operational ability of the active mechanism [1] [2] [3] [4] . With such a basic structure, RFM presents several absorbing advantages compared to the conventional flying robot: 1) it can actively capture a target both in the air and on the ground to complete the sample collection tasks of unmanned expedition and environmental monitoring in a wide area; 2) it can quickly reach the complex environments where the other robot can't arrive (such as: flood, earthquake, volcano and other disasters) and install/recover some special equipment or perform other fine work tasks [5] ; 3) multiple RFMs can cooperatively carry out some deployment tasks to assemble large device in some special scenes [6] . Thus, it is certainly that the new mobile robotic platform will possess a very broad prospects.
Although the RFM presents great advantages, the complicated dynamics and the heavy coupling between the RFR and the manipulation device also make it difficult to stabilize the whole system's motion and further realize its high performance autonomous control. Actually, the motion mechanism of the RFR system relies on the driving force and moment from the rotor device, which is highly nonlinear, strong coupling, under actuated, and thus very sensitive to the external disturbance. When an additional operational device is combined with a RFR system, the coupling effect will greatly increase the complexity of the system's dynamics, and it will bring great difficulties to the modeling and control of the RFM.
At present, control strategies corresponding to the RFM, in general, are on two approaches, one considers the RFR and the manipulator as a unique entity, so the controller is designed depended on the complete dynamical model. The other regards the RFR and the manipulator as two separate and independent systems, and designs their controllers, respectively. The latter approach needs to consider existing coupling effects and see it as external disturbances, so far only a few of literature involve the dynamic coupling of the RFM, i.e. in [7] DLR defined three categories control of RFM, that is the complete decoupling control, coupling on the kinematics level control and coupling on the dynamic level control. Unfortunately, it does not give a specific mathematical expression of different coupling.
Most studies focus on the coordinated motion control under non-contact mode. The main purpose of this mode is to achieve the coordinated motion between the RFR and the manipulator, and ensure the safety and smoothness of the movement. The corresponding methods are mainly divided into linear and nonlinear methods. Linear control methods include [8, 9] . Where [8] : established a dynamic equation of a helicopter with a n freedom manipulator, and system dimensions are 6 n  (three-dimensional position and three-dimensional attitude), when the system is at the equilibrium point, linear velocity and angular velocity of the system are zeros. In this state, the linear model of the RFM is obtained, and according to this, we design a full state LQR control strategy. The simulation results show that the LQR controller has a good stabilization effect on the system during the system is near the equilibrium point. But when the swing of the manipulator is large, the LQR controller is failure on the system stability. In [9] uses the method of feedback linearization to process the nonlinear dynamic model of the RFR and the manipulator, respectively, and design two controllers to ensure the stability of the RFM. The nonlinear control method includes the following results: In [5] the attitude of the RFR is controlled by the Variable Parameter Integral Backstepping (VPIB) controller, which is based on the nonlinear backstepping controller. The integral term of the controller is suitable for the cascade structure of the quadrotor dynamic, which can guarantee asymptotic stability and has robustness to some uncertainties, and also eliminates the steady state errors. As to the position of the RFR, the integral backstepping controller is used, and the controller can also compensate the joint variables caused by the motion of the manipulator. In [10] the controller is divided into two layers, the upper layer uses the inverse kinematics algorithm to calculate the motion reference for the driving variables, and the lower level uses a motion control algorithm to track the motion reference which is obtained by the upper layer. In [11] , the PID control parameters are modified by online mode to eliminate the influence of the change of the center of the manipulator on the RFM, and the stability control of the system is realized. Reference [12] uses a nonlinear sliding mode controller to deal with the translation of the outer loop, and adopts H infinite controller to cope with the rotation of the inner loop. The RFR dynamics is converted to the tool-tip position and apply the passive decomposition to decompose its dynamics into tangential and normal components and design a hybrid position/force control for the system in [13] . At present, the research in this field has gradually changed from coordinated control in the non-contact situation to the system control in the contact situation [14] . However, in any case, it is necessary to face the problem of dynamic coupling which derive from the relative movement between the manipulator and the aircraft.
In this paper, a new control scheme is proposed to attenuate the coupling effect and realize the steady flying of the RFM. The main idea of the new controller is to take the coupling force and moment as external disturbances and separately control the RFR and the manipulator. In order to attenuate the influence of the manipulator motion on the flying robot, a robust and adaptive control is designed with respect to the flying robot, and the coupling characteristic is fully utilized to show the basic stability and the disturbance due to the coupling is attenuate using the concept of input-output assignability [15] .
The contents of this paper are organized as follows. Firstly, the mathematical dynamic models of the RFR and the RFM are derived in section II, Subsequently, the control scheme is introduced in detail in section III, which is followed by the coupling analysis in section IV. In section V, the simulations are conducted and the results are analyzed to show the feasibility of the proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions and future's work are listed out in section VI.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL
In this section, the mathematical dynamics model of the RFR and the RFM system will be derived.
A. Dynamics model of the RFR
The dynamics model of a RFR system can be modeled as a 6-DOF rigid body with a simplified driving forces and moments model as follows [16] ,
where p is the position vector of helicopter in the inertial frame; g is the acceleration due to gravity; m is total mass; R is the transformation matrix from the body coordinate to the inertial frame;
T is the forces produced by main and tail rotors; F Δ are the uncertainty forces being composed of ignored dynamics and external disturbing forces exerting on the body of the RFR; ω is the angular velocity vector; ω is the skew-symmetric matrix; Ib is RFR's moment of inertia, Mr is moment produced by main and tail rotors, M Δ are the uncertainty moments being composed of ignored dynamics and external disturbing moments disturbances exerting on the body of the flying robot.
Simplified driving forces and moments can be described as following equations, 
Where T M and T T are the forces exerting on the main rotor and tail rotor of the flying robot, respectively; a 1s and b 1s stand for the longitudinal and lateral flapping angle of main rotor; the forces T M , T T and the moments Q M , Q T can be calculated as equations in [18] .
B. Dynamics model of the RFM
The dynamics model of the RFM is derived under the assumption that both the RFR and the manipulator (including the link and the joint) are rigid. Thus, the RFM with a n-link manipulator can be regarded as a multi-body system as shown in Fig.1 and its dynamical model can be derived by using the Euler-Lagrange equation. In Fig.1 , Σ E , Σ I , Σ 0 , and Σ i denote the end-gripper frame, the earth-fixed inertial frame, the rotor flying body-fixed frame, and the frame of the i-th joint of manipulator, respectively; C 0 and C i (i = 1, 2, …, n) are the center of mass (COM) of the RFR and the COM of the link i; J i ( i = 1, 2,…, n) denotes the i-th joint of the manipulator; b 0 means the vector from COM of the RFR to the first joint, and bi is the relative position vector starts at C i and ends at J i+1 ; ai is the vector from J i to C i ; d 0 and d i are the position vector of C 0 and C i , respectively; pi denotes the position vector of J i in the frame of Σ I . According to reference [8] , we can get the following dynamics model of the RFM, ; . III. ROBUST AND ADAPTIVE CONTROL SCHEME In this paper, robust and adaptive control scheme for the RFR is introduced. Beforehand, we give out the following two assumptions:
Assumption I: The coupling forces and moments are obtainable through direct measuring (e.g., using a high precision forces and moments sensor) or estimation; Assumption II: All the states of the RFM system, including the posture and velocity of the flying robot, as well as the joint angles and the respective angular velocity, are measurable with high enough accuracy.
With the above assumptions, the proposed control scheme is as Fig. 2 . The main idea is to separately control the RFR and the manipulator. The controller of the manipulator is not difficult to design since it is a full-actuated system, and the performance can be easily ensured through using dynamics inverse method. While the control design for the RFR is a little difficult since it is an under-actuated system with six different disturbances sources (three dimensional disturbing forces and three dimensional disturbing moments) and only four inputs available. Here in this paper, the method introduced in [17] is used to stabilize the RFR and attenuate the disturbance due to the movement of the manipulator as far as possible. The controller of the RFR is composed of three different parts, and we will give a simple introduction of the idea of each part.
A. Feedback Linearization Controller
It has been shown that the model of the RFR of (1) is approached feedback linearization be rewritten as follows [17] 
It has been shown in [17] that the following controller
can be used to transfer the nonlinear system (4) into a linear closed loop form as follows, 
B. Robust Nonliear H ∞ Controller
The uncertainties in (8) and (9) can be divided into two terms, the terms denoted as Δ are external disturbances or uncertainties which can be easily canceled by using the input (see the next sub-section), and the terms  can not be directly wiped off through control input and will influence the basic stability of the feedback linearization controller.
From (4) to (9), the RFR system has been transferred into two different linear models with external disturbances and uncertainties. In the following content, we can rewrite them as following form,    3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3   3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3   3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3   3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3 ; ; ; 
If f(x) in (10) satisfies the following condition
the following theorem can be used to design an H ∞ robust controller to deal with the term of  .
Theorem I:
If a linear feedback controller  K v x and a positive definite matrix P can be found satisfying the following inequality,
PA A P PBK K B P P PDD P C C γ (14) then closed loop of the system (10) with linear controller
xis finite-gain L 2 stable from disturbances Δ to outputs y for all the allowable ( )  f , and the L 2 gain is less than or equal to γ . The detailed proof of Theorem I can be found in [17] .
C. Input-Output Assignment Based Disturbance Attenuation
In the last section, the H ∞ controller is designed with respect to system (10). However, the H ∞ control can only deal with the term .
 In this sub-section, we use a scheme to attenuate the disturbances F Δ , 2 Δ  , and 3 Δ  in [17] . Based on Assumption I, all these terms are known and can be used to design controller. In system (15), the uncertainty term f(x) has been taken as parts of the disturbances of Δ , and Δ is the newly defined disturbance terms.
Define some new variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 ,…, ξ m , and let 1 2 1 , 1 1 1 , 
We have 
where ki ( n n  matrix) are all elements of control gain matrix
We have
IV. COUPLING MODEL ANALYSIS In order to quantitative analysis the coupling and its influence on the motion of the RFR, we rewrite (3) as follows, .
Compare (1) According to (1) -(23) , it is clear that the coupling forces and the coupling moments are of great complicated structure and high nonlinearity. Some quantitative descriptions of these couplings are listed out in Fig.3-Fig.5 . From these equations and figures, the following conclusion can be obtained: the coupling forces relate to not only the motion of the manipulator, but also the attitude and angular velocity of the manipulator, i.e. , the coupling forces are relation to parameters of Φ  , Φ , Θ  and Θ . That is, f(x) in (10) only relate to part of the state, i.e., f(x) can be rewritten as Wf(Ux) where W and U are some matrix, and
Thus Theorem I can be replaced by the following Theorem II.
Theorem II:
If a linear feedback controller  K v xand a positive definite matrix P can be found satisfying the following inequality,
then closed loop of the system (10) with linear controller  K v x is finite-gain L 2 stable from disturbances Δ to outputs y for all the allowable f(.), and the L 2 gain is less than or equal to γ.
Proof of Theorem II:
First, let
Computing the derivative of ( ) V x along the trajectory of the system (10), we have
If the following inequality is satisfied for all allowable state 
Computing the square roots and using the inequality 
Thus, we can conclude that if the inequality (27) is satisfied for all allowable state x, system (10) can be guaranteed to be Simulation were carried out to study a sine-response, i.e., the helicopter was controlled to maneuver a sine change from the manipulator at 8th second, and the helicopter's initial states rad, and  =0 rad. The amplitude of sine signal equals to 1, and the frequency of it is equals to 0.5 rad/s. From the Fig.6 and Fig.7 , we can easily find the separated adaptive controller has a
